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DEDICATION
This magazine is dedicated to all sentient creatures; 
the young, the seniors, the wild, the captive, the 
abused, neglected, lost and the hidden. We, along 
with many others who are represented in these 
pages, will never stop working for you. We will 
never give up.
Copyright © 2021 by Animal Culture Magazine. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited. 
Animal Culture Magazine is a registered trademark

The Animal Culture team welcome you back to 
our magazine! Animal Culture aspires to edu-
cate, to motivate, and to celebrate! We are here 
to educate our readers about animal issues, to 
motivate you to act on these issues, and lastly, to 
celebrate victories for all sentient creatures. 

We are excited to have in our May 2021 issue 
multiple features on the incredible Jo-Anne 
McArthur – animal advocate, animal photojour-
nalist, lecturer, and writer. You’ll find 1) an exclu-
sive Special Feature interview, 2) a Visual Culture 
article, and 3) a book review of her new book, 
Hidden. In addition, one of her photographs is 
on the cover of this issue. We also have a feature 
on the Saving Huey Foundation, which only res-
cues abused, neglected, and disabled animals, 
both domestic and farmed. Lastly, we have our 
regular, powerful, and tireless contributors – Lisa 
Karlan, Vet Paul Ramos, and Mark Bekoff without 
whom …. By the way, Vet Paul has a lot planned 
for 2021, so be on the lookout for some great 
articles from him from around the world!

We are supported by our Patreon page, 
where you can become subscribers, and gain 
access to Animal Culture and special content. 
Please consider being a Patreon subscriber, and 
share Animal Culture on all your social media, 
with all your friends and family. As of late Janu-
ary, Patreon is giving us the option to offer pa-
trons an annual subscription option, with a 10% 
savings! And to all our loyal family of subscribers, 
thank you for your incredible support. We have 
made great gains for the animals on many fronts 
over the years but there is much work to do. 
Please help us help those who cannot advocate 
for themselves. Join us to create a powerful voice 
for animals, a voice needed now more than ever.

For the animals, 
Mary Holmes, Editor-in-Chief

Inquiries should be sent to 
mary.animalculture@gmail.com
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According to American Humane, each year approximately 10 mil-
lion companion animals are lost in the United States, and millions 
of those end up in animal shelters. Sadly, only 15 percent of dogs 
and 2 percent of cats in shelters without ID tags or microchips are 
reunited with their families! Shelters and vet clinics will check for 
microchips when receiving an animal. The microchip is a very small 
electronic capsule that has been embedded quickly and painlessly 
(like a routine shot) under the animal’s skin between the shoulder 
blades. The microchip contains a code, which links the companion 
animal to its family through a database. The microchips must 
contain current contact information to be effective. Microchipping 
is not only painless but also affordable. There are many databases 
online where you can register the microchip to help increase the 
chances of being reunited with your lost companion animal. Re-
member, collars and tags can fall off or be removed.

I asked my good friend, Dana Friedman, Animal Control Officer, 
Coastal Animal Services Authority of Orange County, Califor-
nia, about his experience with microchipping.

Microchips rule! There are a dozen or so companies mar-
keting animal identifying microchips, but the chip scanners 
carried by ACO’s (& in most vet clinics) can read them all 
to help identify lost pets. We scan every stray animal we 
recover - and when it has a chip, we can usually make a few 
phone calls to find the registered owner and bring the pet 
straight home. It’s super important the owner registers the 
pet’s chip with current address and phone information. You 
don’t want your lost family member forced to spend the 
night - or longer - in the shelter, because the only contact 
information we have is out of date. If your pet is new to you 
and you’re not sure if it’s chipped? Have a vet or your local 

ACO scan it! If it’s got a chip, contact the registration compa-
ny and tell them who the new animal owner is. If your new 
pet is not chipped, have a chip implanted and register it 
with current contact information right away!

As a matter of fact, American Humane strives “To Make Every Day 
Tag Day!” Here are the tips you need to protect your loved ones:

• Make sure your companion animal always wears a collar with a 
current ID tag, rabies tag, and city/county license.

• Include a contact name, address, and daytime and evening 
phone numbers on their ID tag.

• Keep your companion animal’s licenses, ID tag, and microchip 
current. Make sure to update the tag if you change your address 
or phone numbers.

• When moving or traveling, place a temporary tag on your com-
panion animal with the phone number of someone who knows 
how to reach you.

• Remember that even indoor companion animals need tags. Many 
strays in shelters are indoor companion animals who escaped 
and got lost.

Let’s work to break those terrible stats of lost family members 
never getting home again, and give them an insurance policy 
called microchipping!

Love,

Andy

Have a question for Andy? A suggested topic? Send it to  
mary.animalculture@gmail.com and he’ll get on it right away.

Our mascot, Andy, offers good advice

The Virtues of Microchipping— 
It’s a Life Saver!

https://www.patreon.com/AnimalCultureMagazine
http://www.patreon.com/AnimalCultureMagazine
mailto:mary.animalculture@gmail.com
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This year I will take part in a web series with fellow eco-adventurers as 
we sail up the British Isles. Along the way we will explore the remot-
est places and wildest animals, how humans are changing nature’s 
landscape and what must be done to create a better future. The final 
stop-off of this voyage will be Glasgow, making it in time for the United 
Nations Climate Change conference or ‘COP26’ with the message that 
the change that is needed most, starts at home. For more on this proj-
ect called “Changing Planet: Britain’s Wildest,” you can follow at https://
www.facebook.com/mychangingplanet/. 

A co-adventurer on this project is wildlife vet, presenter and naturalist 
Dr. Sean McCormack. Sean and I talk in preparation for this series and 
in these catch ups he mentions that he’s on a mission to bring back 
local wildlife to his own urban environment. His most recent game 
plan involves owls. Of course, I want to know more…    

ME: Sean, I’m being spammed by owls on your Insta, what’s going on 
dude? (https://www.instagram.com/thatvetsean/ )

SEAN: Public engagement, not spam Paul. ;) By working with a quite 
charismatic species like the owl we’re allowed to dive deeper into why 
their environment is important and being an ‘umbrella’ species for the 
habitats they live in, we can protect the many other species that live 
there too. 

Sean helped set up a local wildlife conservation group for his London 
neighborhood called the Ealing Wildlife Group (www.Ealingwild-
lifegroup.com / www.youtube.com/ealingwildlifegroup ). This group, 
now 4,000 strong, has set up a public nest box scheme for the 3 
species of owls that are resident in the London area: Barn, Tawny and 
Little owls. 

Importantly, they are also working closely with the local council to im-
prove grassland management, which has historically been focused on 
amenities for the community, such as picnicking and sports as well as 
for wildflower meadows. The thing about wildflower meadows though 
(and this was news to me) is that they have to be cut down every year 
and as a result a diverse, stable habitat is never created. 

One solution is to also have ‘rough grass land.’ Rather than being 
mowed every year, this less intensively managed type of grassland 
is cut every 3-4 years, building up a thick under layer of vegetation 
which provides ideal habitat for ground dwelling animals such as the 
field vole – a main food item for owls. Creating more of a mosaic of 
grasslands in turn brings back owls, kestrels and other birds of prey, 
but really it’s about building up species biodiversity, which has all sort 
of knock on benefits.

So why owls? Sean replies “people who normally wouldn’t be interest-
ed in ‘grassland management’ find themselves checking on the owl 
boxes and following the project.”  Sneaky, Sean, sneaky.

ME: Why don’t owls use the current trees there and do their boxes differ?

SEAN: Even if there might be plenty of feeding opportunities there aren’t 
many nesting opportunities because downed and dead trees - places 
that owls like to build a home - are typically removed in urban areas. 

While all are cavity dwellers, each of these guys have different pre-
ferred nesting requirements, their own penchants for what makes a 
home a home. For example, the Little owl likes a small tunnel entrance 
leading to a larger dark cavity around a bend. The Tawny and the Barns 
like to nest in hollow branches, so these boxes may be tubular to 
mimic a hollow branch which are then hung under a real tree branch, 
or they may be a deep vertical box with an entrance at the top.

The Barn owl also likes a big cavernous space so their box is very large 
and deep with a top entrance and the positioning is really important – 
it has to face out onto good feeding habitat. Barn owl chicks may clam-
ber out before they’re ready to fly so it also has to be deep enough. If 
they do manage to get out, we build a balcony ledge they can sit on.

For Barn owls we always put up pairs of boxes that are near each other.

ME: You put up two nesting boxes for one pair of owl? 

SEAN: The adults don’t like to roost in the box with the chicks as they 

are feathering up. It becomes cramped, they’re toileting and there is a build-up of 
dead animal food items, leftovers.

ME: (Thinking: Well, as a dad I gotta admit that makes sense. Kids are gross.) And 
what have you seen so far?

SEAN: We’ve only had this project going for a year now, but we’ve put up some 
remote cameras to monitor the entries. Very excitingly we’ve had barn owls inspect-
ing the boxes last year, so we’re hoping this year we will have success and babies!  

Right now they are establishing where they are going to nest so this is the exciting 
time.  It can take a while for owls to be comfortable with boxes and being year 2, we 
feel optimistic.

We do know we have all 3 species of owls in our boxes but we can’t inspect cameras 
during this first breeding season because we don’t want to disturb them. In fact, 
one of our cameras was stolen with owls at the box, and that activity was enough 
to spook them away.

ME: Aside from the camera traps, are there other ways you can monitor how the 
rough grasslands part is going?

SEAN: We have found pellets (ed: regurgitated, undigested food items) in boxes 
so we’re able to identify what they’re eating, and this will help with the grassland 
management schemes.  This is only the 1st year the grass habitat hasn’t been cut 
so really we’re not expecting a proper habitat for another 2-3 years for that rough 
grass to be laid down. However, we’re seeing signs of field voles in the pellets, 
which is a promising sign the habitat is coming back! 

Sean and I then go on to discuss how our knot tying is going because we’re going to 
need to learn how to be sailors for this British Isles sailing adventure. When the phone 
call ends I take a minute to think about Sean and his own local project. 

Growing up in Washington State, I myself remember owls as a conservation tool. 
Given protection under the Endangered Species Act in the 1990’s, the Northern 
Spotted owl was used both as a source hope and as extreme political fodder because 
they largely resided in old growth forests. Like these owls, it’s the ‘umbrella’ part of the 
species that is the crux of it. But unlike their politically vilified cousin, these species 
have a better chance at being welcomed, even treasured, by the local community. 

As the world continues on in the aftermath of 2020, many are left reconsidering 
what it means to be a part of this planet. To live amongst nature not above it, to 
acknowledge that there are connections everywhere and to see biodiversity not 
as a flowery lefty concept, but as a bloody good investment. And perhaps most 
importantly: the change that is needed most, starts at home. 
 

The London Owls

1. Little Owl chick, Osterley Farm.  Photo © Kish Woolmore

2. Barn Owl, Horsenden Hill.  Photo © Nigel Bewley

3. Barn Owl box.  Photo © Sean McCormack, DVM

4. Adult Tawny Owl.  Photo © Sean McCormack, DVM

5. Barn Owl box alternative design.  
Photo © Sean McCormack, DVM

BY PAUL RAMOS

DR. PAUL RAMOS

We Are All Connected
By Dr. Paul Ramos BS BVSc MVSc MRCVS

Paul is a wildlife veterinarian who has lived and worked across the world, looking after 
all sorts of creatures from critically endangered stick insects to rescued Asian ele-
phants. After receiving a Zoology degree, he put on a backpack to travel the world for 
a year. . . 20 years ago. Along the way Paul became a vet, then a wildlife vet, and now 
considers himself a passionate storyteller with one core message: we are all connected.  

Paul received his Vet and Master’s degree from the University of Melbourne and after a 
few of years in practice went on to complete a residency in zoo medicine at the Royal 
Melbourne Zoo/Zoos Victoria in Australia. He has worked as a vet in both non-profit 
and private sectors with work ranging from clinical practice, governmental & hospital 
ethics committees, animal rescue, conservation and field research. 

In 2018 Paul discovered a passion for storytelling and redefined his role in how he was 
going to help bring about change. Since then he has co-created an award-winning 
documentary film, is currently a vet on Nat Geo Wild’s “Jungle Animal Rescue” / “Jungle 
Heroes” and is one of the top vets on the app TikTok (@vetpaulramos).    
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https://www.facebook.com/mychangingplanet/
https://www.instagram.com/thatvetsean/
http://www.Ealingwildlifegroup.com
http://www.Ealingwildlifegroup.com
http://www.youtube.com/ealingwildlifegroup
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Lisa Karlan’s

Plant Based
Recipes
Lisa Karlan is Producer/Host of “Hey Doc! What’s New 
in Plant-Based Medicine” appearing on JaneUnchained 
News Network most Fridays at 10 am PST/ 1 pm EST 
at: facebook.com/janevelezmitchell,
facebook.com/LKarlan YouTube.com/c/janeun-
chainednews and twitter.com/LKarlan.  She is also 
a Certified Food for Life Instructor with Physicians 
Committee for Responsible Medicine and the recipe 
author for Animal Culture Magazine. 

This delicious dish is not only for breakfast; it 
can be served for lunch or dinner too! 
• Add tofu scramble to a wrap with strips of 

cucumber, tomato and avocado. 
• Make a bowl dish with your favorite rice, 

a serving of lentils or your favorite beans, 
steamed greens with garlic, and roasted 
mushrooms with a tahini or vinaigrette 
dressing.

• Make an eggless egg salad sandwich on 
toasted sourdough bread with vegan mayo, 
lettuce and tomato

INGREDIENTS
(Feel free to use any comparable ingredient)
• 1 onion or 1/2 extra large onion, diced
• 15.5 oz of extra firm, organic, sprouted tofu, 

crumbled by hand (Trader Joe’s) 
• 3/4 c nutritional yeast  + 1/4 c water (Trader 

Joe’s) (often available in the bulk section of 
many natural foods markets) 

Note: not Brewer’s yeast
1 tsp black salt, sprinkled over the tofu, not 
placed in one spot
Note: 
• also called Kala Namak (available in most 

Indian markets & Amazon)
• gives an eggy taste due to the sulfur con-

tent in this type of salt 

• black salt can be either grey or pink (do not 
confuse with Himalayan pink salt)

• 1 1/2 tsp turmeric, sprinkled over the tofu, 
not placed in one spot

• 1/2 tsp or 5 grinds freshly ground black 
peppercorns or to taste

• 1 tsp dried dill or 2 tsp freshly chopped dill
• 2 oz organic baby spinach
• Garnish each plate with:
 – sliced avocado
 – sliced organic red sweet pepper
• Serve with warmed flour tortillas, for glu-

ten-free, use warmed/toasted brown rice 
tortillas (Trader Joe’s) or organic corn tortillas

DIRECTIONS
1. Water sauté onions in a hot stainless steel 

sauté pan. Use a spatula to toss the onions, 
or if you know how to toss onions in the 
pan by flipping your wrist, do that!  Add 2 
Tbsp’s of water incrementally to deglaze 
the pan, as the brown residue forms on the 
bottom and sides of the pan. This step not 
only drives the caramelized onion flavor 
from the pan into the onions, but it makes 
cleaning the pan much easier! After the first 
deglaze, cook the onions on medium heat 
and continue to deglaze as necessary

2. When the onions achieve a caramelized col-
or, use your hands to crumble the tofu into 
the pan. It should look like scrambled egg.  
Do not dice the tofu because it will not taste 
the same — you must hand crumble it!

3. Add in the nutritional yeast and 1/4 cup of 
water to moisten. Cook tofu for 3-4 min, 
gently folding over with a spatula  

4. Sprinkle in the black salt, turmeric, black 
pepper and dill.  Try to spread it around 
instead of placing it in one spot. This allows 
the flavors of these seasonings to evenly 
spread throughout the dish. Continue 
cooking for another minute or two, gently 
folding over using a spatula. Note: If the 
mixture begins looking dry, then add 1 or 2 
more Tbsp’s of water and cook for another 
minute on medium heat

5. Add the spinach to the pan, folding the hot 
mixture over the spinach. Then cover the 
pan with a lid and cook until the spinach 
is wilted. Open the lid after each minute to 
make sure it’s not burning on the bottom, 
adding additional water if it’s too dry

6. Serve on a plate garnished with sliced avo-
cado and red pepper or any other colorful 
vegetable garnishes you like

7. Serve with warmed tortillas of your choice

Lisa’s Signature Tofu Scramble with Spinach

LEFT Ingredients for Lisa’s Signature 
Tofu Scramble with Spinach

ABOVE Here’s how no oil “water-
sautéed onions” should look

RIGHT Plated and garnished Tofu 
Scramble with Spinach

Lisa KarlanIN THE NEWS BY MARY HOLMES 

LEGISLATIVE ALERTS

Sad news – P-78, who was part of the National Park Service’s 
study of big cats survival in and around the Santa Monica 
Mountains, in Southern California, was found dead due to 
injuries from being struck by a car. He also tested positive 
for exposure to five anticoagulant rodenticide compounds 
and bromethalin – rat and rodent poison. He is the 23rd 
mountain lion to die from road mortality in the study area 
since 2002. His body was submitted to the California Animal 
Health and Food Safety Laboratory in San Bernardino for a 
necropsy and testing.

On a more positive note, Project Coyote issued a press 
release on February 16th of this year, about the release of a 
second documentary about wildlife killing contests, called 
Wildlife Killing Contests. Comfort Theory film production 
company, in partnership with Project Coyote, created the 25 
minute film to expose “the dark underbelly of wildlife killing 
contests.” The film supports a campaign to end wildlife killing 
contests on federal public lands. Camilla Fox, founder of Proj-
ect Coyote said, “One of our greatest impediments to bring-
ing an end to wildlife killing is a lack of public awareness.”

An update on Happy, the elephant pining away in loneli-
ness in the Brooklyn Zoo, has received support in the Nonhu-
man Rights Project court appeal. Yet another amicus curiae 
brief has been filed in her behalf, by 50 animal rights profes-
sors from all across the United States. The brief has been sub-
mitted with three primary arguments: 1) The Rapid Growth of 
Animal Law Demonstrates the Importance of the Issues That 
This Appeal Raises, 2) This Case Raises Jurisprudential Issues 
That Are at the Philosophical Center of the Growing Field of 
Animal Law, and 3) The Lavery Cases are Widely Considered 
to Be Wrongly Decided and Should Be Reconsidered. For a full 
text of the amicus brief go to: Amicus Brief.

In Defense of Animals and Animals in Media have part-
nered to call for an update on the Associated Press Style-
book’s recommendations on the use of personal pronouns for 
nonhuman animals. Over 80 respected leaders and scholars 
in animal advocacy and conservation across the globe sup-
port this change, among them Dr. Jane Goodall. The Open 
Letter can be accessed by clicking this link.

California is now considering a statewide declaw ban for 
cats. If the bill passes, California will be the second state in 
the nation to make declawing illegal. New York enacted a 
ban in 2019. In California, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Santa 
Monica, Beverly Hills, Berkeley, Culver City, Burbank and West 
Hollywood, have already banned the practice. It is commonly 
known that declaw surgery, which is an amputation of the 
last joints of a cat’s toes, rather than a nail trim, is traumatic to 
cats and can cause permanent damage and lifelong chronic 
pain. The bill, SB 585, is currently in committee in the Califor-
nia Senate. Contact your Senators in support of this bill.

Also contact your Assemblyperson in support of AB 534, 
the Whale Entanglement Prevention Act. It would require 
the California Dungeness crabbing industry and other trap 
fisheries use ropeless gear by November 1, 2025. The anti-
quated trapping gear currently in use requires vertical lines in 
the water column that entangle whales, sea turtles, and other 
marine animals, who often drown when they are unable to 

reach the surface, or die of starvation, or being unable to 
escape a predator.

Meanwhile, in Montana, trophy hunting continues to 
threaten the survival of wolves in the state. Grey wolves were 
recently stripped of federal protection in the lower 48 states. 
State residents need to take action to save these creatures. 
The bill, SB314, has already passed in the Montana Senate. 
If you are a Montana resident, contact your state represen-
tative to vote against this harmful bill. If passed, it would 
allow all but 15 breeding pairs of wolves (a male, female, and 
two pups) to be killed. Any hunter with a wolf hunting or 
wolf trapping license would be allowed to kill an unlimited 
number of wolves. With only 850 wolves in the state, this bill 
would cause immense suffering and would almost certainly 
lead to the extinction of grey wolves in the state.

Some good news; some bad. Stay ever vigilant for the 
animals, and do your part.

http://facebook.com/janevelezmitchell,facebook.com/LKarlan YouTube.com/c/janeunchainednews
http://facebook.com/janevelezmitchell,facebook.com/LKarlan YouTube.com/c/janeunchainednews
http://facebook.com/janevelezmitchell,facebook.com/LKarlan YouTube.com/c/janeunchainednews
http://facebook.com/janevelezmitchell,facebook.com/LKarlan YouTube.com/c/janeunchainednews
http://twitter.com/LKarlan
https://www.nonhumanrights.org/content/uploads/NonhumanvBreheny-Amic-LawProf-Mot.pdf
https://www.idausa.org/OpenLetterAP
https://www.idausa.org/OpenLetterAP
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Jo-Anne McArthur of We Animals Media is always 
focused, passionate, and articulate. For those of you 
unfamiliar with WAM, McArthur, a photojournalist, founded 
it in 2003 as the We Animals project. Since its inception it 
has grown extensively, from virtually a one-woman show 
to an impressive and growing organization. Its inception 
was less than earthshaking. McArthur was backpacking in 
Ecuador in 1998, “Like many photographers I was looking 
for my story, my particular thing that I could focus on. It 
was when I came across a monkey in Ecuador who was 
chained up. I was standing taking pictures of the monkey 
because I thought this was an unfair treatment of an animal 
and I thought perhaps I could do something with that 

image, whereas all the people around me taking the exact 
same picture were taking a photo because they thought 
it was funny and cute. It was one of those aha! moments 
for me when you realize you’re holding a tool for change 
in your hands. I’ve always had a strong concern for animals 
since I was a child, and I realized I could use this tool to 
focus, literally, on the animals whose story needed to be 
told.” From those humble beginnings, We Animals Media 
has made an impressive showing for itself. McArthur 
talked about the new book Hidden, the juggling act that is 
publishing, the challenges of COVID-19, the development 
of the field of animal photojournalism, her new role as WAM 
leader, and the upcoming months.

JO-ANNE MCARTHUR
AND ANIMAL PHOTOJOURNALISM

BY MARY HOLMES
ALL PHOTOS ©JO-ANNE MCARTHUR/WE ANIMALS MEDIA UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Jo-Anne McArthur, Duck Barn, Nepal. Photo © Sayara Thurston
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First, we talked about Hidden, published in December of last 
year by WAM. This was the fulfillment of a long-term dream for 
McArthur. She explained, “There’s a war photographer named 
James Nachtwey and many years ago he published a book of his 
work called Inferno, which was an unflinching look at what we do 
to one another in this world: the genocides, the famines induced 
by territory conflict, and all of these things. This was a huge book, 
a heavy book, very, very serious, no happy stories at the end. It 
was a historic book. I looked through it, loved it, felt it was a really 
important book in the world, and I swore that I would one day do 

a similar book but for animals. That was well before my first book. 
These big books are expensive to make, and I knew that I wanted 
to do it really, really, really well someday. At the time I assumed 
it would be my work, but I eventually realized that it would be 
much stronger if I included the work of many photojournalists 
globally, which ended up being 40 photojournalists.” (Editor’s 
Note: Nachtwey, considered by others to be a war photographer, 
referred to himself as an “anti-war” photographer.)

“It’s a 5-pound, 320-page book. It’s a look at what is, and 
should never again be. And it is conflict photography, and what 

has grown out of this book is a growing global conversation 
about animal photojournalism,” she continued. The team behind 
the book was massive in size; Keith Wilson, a UK photography 
journalist, was the co-author and David Griffin, of National 
Geographic, designed it. Why is this so significant? McArthur 
stated, “The book – it’s not about getting the hard copy on 
people’s coffee tables, of course, that’s one just one part of it. The 
point is to create a global conversation about use. We’re saying 
with this book the subject matter is worthy of a 5-pound book like 
Inferno by Nachtwey. This is worthy subject matter, and in fact, 

one of the photo editors at The Guardian when he saw it wrote me 
and said that it was a milestone in photojournalism. That’s what 
we wanted. We put a lot of money, time, and resources. Keith and 
I looked at thousands and thousands of images from around the 
world. We could have stacked the book with a thousand images. 
They would have been small; they would have been crowded, but 
we spent a lot of time whittling down to the very best of the best 
and creating a very concise narrative. The book has 208 images 
and we wanted them to be big and bold so we have images that 
span two pages, most of them.”  

Their efforts paid off. The book is currently going into its third 
printing already. And, on March 12th, WAM posted on its Facebook 
page that Hidden: Animals in the Anthropocene, had been named 
Photography Book of the Year 2020 by the Pictures of the Year 
International (POYI) competition – POYI78. The post continued, 
“POYI is one of the oldest and most prestigious photojournalism 
programs and competitions of the world. The category HIDDEN 
has been awarded recognizes the best documentary visual 
storytelling in a book.” In addition, McArthur received an award in 
the competition Nature Photography of the Year 2020, First Place 
in the Man and Nature category, for a photograph we were able 
to feature on the Animal Culture cover in the March issue of that 
year. The photo, taken, during the Australian bushfires last year, 
is entitled, Hope in a Burned Forest, and depicts an Eastern grey 
kangaroo mother and her joey who survived the forest fires in 
Mallacoota, Victoria. McArthur has entered these contests before, 
but these recent wins have encouraged her to enter even more. 
When asked if she enters a lot of photo contests, she responded, 
“I never used to, but it sure is fruitful because there’s been several 
wins in the last year that have propelled my work and We Animals 
Media much further onto the global stage.”
She admits freely that Hidden is not an easy read. She explains 
the motivation for publishing it. “Going back to the goal of this 
book – it’s about creating a global conversation; it’s making a big, 
bold point but it’s also about promoting animal photojournalism, 
which We Animals Media has decided to write an essay about. I’m 

sure you’ve seen on our site, “What is Animal Photojournalism?” 
We wanted to really describe it and why it’s an emerging genre, 
why we wanted to give it a name, draw the similarities between 
conservation photography, general animal photography, conflict 
photography, photojournalism, street photography – it has many 
elements, and that’s why we wanted to talk about that. We did that 
because we want to encourage people to call themselves that, to 
encourage people to say that they are doing it, again, in order to 
elevate that work which has often been relegated to unimportant 
or too activist, too subjective. We’re saying that it’s not those 
things.”  The website article “What is Animal Photojournalism?” 
explains the field cogently. In part, it reads: 
 •  Animal Photojournalism (APJ) is an emergent genre of 

photography that captures, memorializes, and exposes, the 
experiences of animals who live amongst us, but who we fail 
to see. 

 •  Animal photojournalism aims to encourage swift and 
necessary change on behalf of the beings in the frame.

 •  Animal photojournalism emphasizes the inclusion of all 
animals, particularly those historically underrepresented but 
with whom we in fact have very close contact: the animals 
we eat and wear, the animals used in research, and the 
animals we use for entertainment, work, and in religious 
practice.

 •  Animal photojournalism descends from conflict 
photography in that the photographer is exposing a story 

““It was one of those aha! moments for me when you realize you’re holding a tool for change in your hands.
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that is kept hidden from the public through political and 
economic agendas. 
 •  The act of seeking out these visual stories is itself an act of 

resistance.
Referring to Hidden’s title, she made a potent observation, 

“These are all animals who are hidden away, thus the title of the 
book. We tend to care an awful lot more about companion animals 
and wildlife, especially the charismatic wildlife, but the billions 
of animals we use every day are equally sentient, and therefore 
equally deserving of visibility and respect and protection.”

McArthur has two previously published books, We Animals 
and Captive. Asked why WAM decided to publish Hidden itself, she 
responded, “That’s a good question. It was about –  there’s the 
answer then and there’s the answer now. We wanted to have a lot 
of control over the book. That’s why we did it. We wanted to have 
the maximum amount of revenue from each sale. I knew it was a 
lot of work, having published other books with Lantern, but now 
that we see just how much work it is…it’s a really unwieldy thing. 
There are just about a million little problems that come up from 
day to day that we have to handle instead of the publisher. Would 
I do it again? Well, I’d have to give it some serious thought and 
make sure we had funding for a full-time project manager. Maybe 
it’ll be a little easier next time we do it.”

COVID-19 had some effect on WAM – field operations were 
suspended, and much travel delayed or canceled. But, they had 
a lot in their pipeline, several films in the works, and much to do 

to update their archive, leaving most on her team with plenty 
to do. WAM has always been a virtual organization, with team 
members scattered in Canada, the United States, and the United 
Kingdom. For those unfamiliar with the We Animals Media Archive, 
it’s a collection of thousands of images and videos of animals 
in the human environment—those animals we use for food, 
clothing, research, experimentation, work, entertainment, and 
companionship. For over a decade Jo-Anne McArthur has been 
documenting the plight of animals around the globe, creating the 
internationally celebrated We Animals project. The We Animals 
Archive is the searchable repository for this ongoing project. 
The images in the We Animals Archive are available for free to 
individuals, organizations, and media outlets around the world 
working to help animals. 

The Archive is getting an extensive overhaul in 2021. “Our 
current archive is very clunky. This, as you know, is a world-class 
archive, we have people invested in us being able to purchase. 
The name of the company is called Capture. We have an archive 
specialist now. By the end of the year we’re going to have about 
30 photographers’ work there. So, it’s again, always in the service 
of the strategy and the service of the animals which is how to 
amplify their stories. One person can’t do it all, which is why I grew 
a team, which is why we’re going to have 20-30 photographers on 
there soon. Not just my work. It’s an enormous amount of work. 
It’s relationship building, it’s contracts, it’s looking at their work, 
making, selecting, color correcting, metadata, captioning.. . . .”

Among the challenges she faced in 2020, McArthur realized 
she needed to improve her leadership skills. “Well, for me 
personally it’s been a big adjustment to go from girl with cameras 
to executive director. Of course, I don’t have an MBA and I never 
trained for that. I think it’s really fun and exciting and interesting 
to be building a unique organization with my team. And we 
don’t really have a guideline because most media agencies are 
for-profit and so there are always things to figure out.” She added, 
“I’ll be taking leadership coaching with Melanie Joy and her 
organization CEVA (Center for Effective Vegan Advocacy),  because 
my management style is very hands-off and collaborative. Very 
democratic. I’m like, ‘What do you think? What do you think?’ I 
think what my team wants from me is actually more decisive 
action and more confidence. I’m like, ‘OK, well I have to learn 
how to do that,’ so that’s part of this year, one of the things I’ll be 
learning this year.”

What does the future hold? There are several undercover 
projects currently in the works, on which she can share no details 
until they’re unveiled, the Unbound Project is being resurrected. 
The We Animals Media website describes the Unbound Project, 
“Unbound is a We Animals Media project that celebrates women 
at the forefront of animal advocacy today and throughout history. 
Women do the vast majority of work in the animal protection 
movement but their achievements, in social movements generally, 
are often erased or downplayed. They work tirelessly behind 
the scenes organizing events and vigils, running shelters and 

sanctuaries, calling their representatives, volunteering, preparing 
plant-based meals, and caring for rescued animals around the 
clock. Women also spearhead campaigns, build vital connections 
and launch organizations that provide the foundation for change.

The Unbound Project documents these achievements as 
they’re happening and rediscovers the legacy of women who were 
at the forefront when the movement was born.”

There’s more good news. She stated, “ We’re changing; 
we’re still creating new projects and programs with a fellowship 
starting in July, our first fellowship. So we’ll be funding someone’s 
project and giving them mentorship, but we see a lot of people 
creating their own archives and really launching themselves out 
into animal photojournalism. There’s a is a group called Moving 
Animals and they are like mini version of us. I mentor them.”

Speaking to our readers directly, McArthur concluded, “Just 
come to us with ideas, use our archive, and share the archive. In 
terms of strategy that’s the best that the readers can do. Of course, 
they can also send us lots of donations, have us set up really well 
for the next five years.” Animal Culture will continue to update 
you on this amazing, one-of-a-kind organization in its continuing 
growth as an invaluable resource for animal advocates worldwide.

To access We Animals Media
http://www.weanimalsmedia.org

To access the Archive
http://www.weanimalsarchive.org
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Jo-Anne McArthur in the aftermath of Hurricane Florence, North 
Carolina, 2018. Due to no evacuation plan having been in place, 
roughly 5,500 hogs and 4.2 million turkeys and chickens were 
trapped and died.

Photo ©Daniela Habermehl

Who is Jo-Anne McArthur? It’s hard to know where to start, except 
possibly to say she’s a one-person phenomenon, seemingly bigger 
than life. In person, she’s just Jo, but her accomplishments are more 
than one can count. McArthur was born in Ottawa, Canada, and 
attended the University of Ottawa, where she studied Geography 
and English. An elective course in photography in college bit her 
with the photography bug, thus launching her into her creative 
pursuit. In the beginning, she was interested in the creative, artistic 
side of photography; then she realized her camera could be “a 
tool for change.” She has put it to great use in that regard. Her 
university studies have served her well; she has traveled to over 
sixty countries, and writes and lectures extensively. 

Interestingly, research will show there is a dearth of 
information on McArthur the person. Very little biographical 
information is forthcoming. On the other hand, however, there 
is an abundance of information about her work. This is not 
surprising. In person, she is unassuming and self-deprecating 
until she starts talking passionately about her work as an animal 
photojournalist. That term, which she was instrumental in getting 
coined, is a relatively new field of photography. According to the 
We Animals Media website, “Animal Photojournalism (APJ) is an 
emergent genre of photography that captures, memorializes, and 
exposes, the experiences of animals who live amongst us, but 
who we fail to see.” 

Her photographic career began in 1998; in 2003 she officially 
launched the We Animals project, and in 2019 it morphed 
into We Animals Media. We Animals primary goal is to provide 
photographic images of animals in dire situations; one may 
contribute to get access to the archives, but many animal rights 
organizations around the world are encouraged to use these 
images gratis, to support their organizational goals. We Animals 
was the first of its kind to offer such an archive.

McArthur can still be found with a camera in her hand, in 
the field, pursuing a story. She is equally at ease having virtual 
meetings with her team, discussing new initiatives and projects in 
the works. In 2013, documentarian Liz Marshall produced a film, 
“The Ghosts in Our Machine”; McArthur was the principal subject, 
with Marshall following her documenting the plight of abused and 
exploited animals.

Her photography and writing have been in numerous 
publications, including National Geographic and National 
Geographic Traveler, The Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times, 
The Guardian, Der Spiegel, and Huffington Post, to name but a few. 
Her photography has been exhibited in Canada, France, Poland, 
Belgium, Croatia, Japan, Australia, the United States, and numerous 
other venues. McArthur is a sought-after speaker, speaking 
internationally on the subjects of animal photojournalism, the 
human-animal relationship, social change, and empathy. She has 

published three books – We Animals, Captive, and Hidden.
McArthur has won numerous awards for her photography. 

Recent awards include 2020 Nature Photographer of the Year, 
Man and Nature category winner; 2019 Wildlife Photographer 
of the Year, photojournalism category; Italy’s Festival of Ethical 
Photography award, Single Shot; Austria’s Alfred Fried Peace 
Award in 2018; and the 2017 Wildlife Photographer of the Year, 
People’s Choice category. In March 2021, HIDDEN was awarded 
“Photography Book of the Year” by Pictures of the Year International 
(PoYI).

The 2020 Nature Photographer of the Year, Man and Nature, 
was for a photograph Hope in a Burned Forest, which McArthur took 
during 2019-2020 catastrophic Australian bush fires. The photo, 
of an Eastern Grey kangaroo and her pouched joey, was taken in 
Mallacoota, Victoria. Asked if any special techniques had been used 
to capture the image, she replied. “No special technique has been 
used. My special technique is showing up, where images need to 
be made!” Her photos speak for themselves.

VISUAL CULTURE

SHOWING UP WHERE IMAGES 
NEED TO BE MADE THE MISSION OF  

JO-ANNE MCARTHUR

BY PATRICIA DENYS

Best picture in the Man and Nature 
category of Nature Photographer 
of the Year 2020, Hope in a Burned 
Forest, an Eastern grey kangaroo and 
her joey who survived the forest fires in 
Mallacoota, Victoria, Australia.   

Photo ©Jo-Anne McArthur/We Animals
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“Scientists are confident that life exists elsewhere in the universe. 
Yet rather than taking a realistic approach to what aliens might 
be like, we imagine that life on other planets is the stuff of science 
fiction. The time has come to abandon our fantasies of space 
invaders and movie monsters and place our expectations on solid 
scientific footing.”

“Even if their biochemistry differs from our own in unexpected 
ways, there are still some things that make us all the same, 
whether we evolved on Earth or in a distant solar system.”  
–Arik Kershenbaum

I recently read a fascinating book by Cambridge University zoolo-
gist Dr. Arik Kershenbaum called The Zoologist’s Guide to the Galaxy: 
What Animals on Earth Reveal About Aliens—and Ourselves. I totally 
agree he offers “a wildly fun and scientifically sound exploration of 
what alien life must be like, using universal laws that govern life on 
Earth and in space.” Here’s what Dr. Kershenbaum had to say about 
his riveting astrobiological journey.  

Why did you write The Zoologist’s Guide to the Galaxy?

It seems a weird topic for a zoologist, I know! But a few years ago I 
organised a workshop on animal communication, and a physicist 
named Laurance Doyle from the SETI Institute wrote to me asking 
to take part. Why would a physicist want to come to an animal 
behaviour meeting? Actually, he had previously written articles 
claiming that we won’t be able to understand alien language 
(when we finally meet them) unless we first can understand animal 
language. We got talking, and I became fascinated by this idea of 
what might be shared between animal, human, and alien languag-
es. What general and universal rules (if any) might apply to all of 
them? I started looking at the fundamental statistical properties of 

animal communication, and comparing them to human language. 
My premise was, “if birds could talk, would we even notice?” The an-
swer is, yes – but only if we look closely enough. There are certain 
rules that apply to communication everywhere. In fact, there are 
certain rules that apply to life everywhere. Many of the constraints 
on life on Earth must apply on other planets as well. This is a really 
humbling realisation, and I just had to tell people about it.

How does your book relate to your background and general 
areas of interest?

For my Ph.D., I studied the songs of hyraxes – small furry animals 
that are very vocal, almost like birds. I wanted to know why they 
order the notes of their songs the way they do – it’s not just 
random. As my background was in algorithm development (and 
Mathematical Biology is still one of the courses I still teach), I 
wanted to take a quantitative approach to answering this question, 
and this naturally led on to the question, “what is a fingerprint of 
language?” But beyond that, I (like most scientists, I think) grew 
up with a huge fascination with sci-fi. It’s not just exciting, it’s 
challenging. Science fiction strips away the plausible and lets us 
ask questions we hadn’t thought to ask. That’s what every scientist 
should be doing anyway. So rather than saying, “well, we have no 
evidence, so we can’t say anything about life on other planets,” I’d 
rather say, “if we eliminate the impossible… whatever remains is 
worthy of our consideration.”

Who is your intended audience?

There is a lot of interest in extraterrestrial life at the moment, 
particularly with the discovery of potential biosignatures on Venus. 
Anyone who wants to think broadly and open up the possibilities 
of what’s out there will find some really challenging ideas in this 
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book. But also, it’s not just a book about space. It’s a book about 
understanding the fundamental nature of life everywhere, and that 
includes life on Earth. It’s as much about what we humans have in 
common with apes, dogs, and jellyfish as what we have in com-
mon with alien animals. And this book is very much written for a 
general audience. I’ve avoided terminology almost religiously – it’s 
the principles that matter, rather than a list of facts. Actually, that’s 
an important lesson for all biology: Understand the principles 
first, remember the facts later. However, people with a scientific 
background will also find the ideas stimulating – applying general 
theory to unfamiliar situations is very satisfying.

What are some of the topics you weave into your book and 
what are some of your major messages?  

The first message is that all life, all across the universe, shares 
something. Not a common origin, but a common process. We may 
not be “related” to aliens, but we can relate to them, because the 
nature that made them is the same nature that made us. Laws of 
biology are universal laws, just like the laws of physics or chemis-
try. True, they give us slightly more fuzzy answers: We won’t know 
what colour aliens are, or even how many arms and legs they have. 
But studying life on Earth tells us how the laws of biology play out. 
“Animals” of some sort are likely – because all life needs energy, 
and when competition heats up, some organisms are going to start 
eating other ones. Movement is highly constrained by the physical 

properties of a planet – where animals live on a solid surface, legs 
are very likely to evolve. Intelligence is also very likely to evolve – 
the universe is full of unpredictable events, and animals that can 
predict what’s going to happen will have a definite advantage. But 
then, once you have intelligent animals, what will happen next? Is 
it not likely that social, communicative, intelligent creatures might 
evolve into something rather like us? The evolutionary pathway to 
humans on Earth might not be so unlikely at all.

How does your book differ from others that are concerned with 
some of the same general topics? 

Astrobiology is a new science, and many scientists are reluctant to 
write about it, for fear of falling into speculation. So far, astrobiol-
ogists concentrate mostly on concrete questions like, how did life 
arise? What kind of biochemistries could support life? What kind of 
simple organisms might exist in the clouds of Venus or the oceans 
of Europa? But I think it’s time for a new discipline, one of astrozo-
ology, looking at what complex life might be like elsewhere in the 
universe. Of course, complex life is going to be rarer than simple 
life, and it might take a long time to find it. But at the moment, if 
you look for books on alien life, you’ll find nothing between scien-
tific descriptions of possible alien microorganisms and speculative 
science fiction about alien “animals.” There’s no reason for this to 
be so – we have sufficient understanding of evolutionary theory to 
bridge that gap.

What are some of your current projects?

My main research right now is looking at the information in wolf 
howls, and at the vocal interactions between wolves, coyotes, and 
farm dogs. How much are they saying to each other? Do they pay 
attention to what the other species are saying? Looking for where 
that information is in animal communication is endlessly fasci-
nating, because they all evolved their communication separately, 
but it’s serving a very similar purpose, even in birds and hyraxes. 
We do this using automated acoustic monitoring devices that can 
triangulate the position of the animal making the sound, as well 
as recoding what they’re saying. This is a really powerful technol-
ogy, but we’re only just starting to leverage its potential. I have to 
shout out to my brilliant team from different universities around 
the world – you can find out more about our work on Twitter (@
CanidHowlProj).

Is there anything else you’d like to tell readers?

Yes. You want to see aliens? No problem. Go outside with some 
binoculars and watch the animals around you. Because if you see 
beyond their obvious shape and colour, and watch the things 
they’re actually doing, looking for food, watching out for predators, 
displaying to potential competitors, you’re seeing what’s funda-
mental to animal life, and will be fundamental to alien animal life 
as well.

Source: Penguin Random House, with permission
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Tracy Lystra and her husband, since the beginning of the 
pandemic, are the sole caregivers of the animals at the 
Saving Huey Second Chance Ranch, located in Southern 

California’s Inland Empire. As anyone who has ever been involved 
with rescues of animals knows, whether the animals are domes-
tic, farmed, or wildlife, the challenges can be daunting. Lystra 
doesn’t just rescue, she takes in the extra difficult ones. “I started 
off doing just special needs, and over the years, I’ve kind of 
worked into more of abuse, neglect, kind of specializing in that. I 
don’t get the cute puppies or the healthy dogs. I don’t. You know, 
the other guys need help, too.” 

Lystra has rescue in her DNA. As she explained, “I had always 
done rescue. I grew up in a family that rescued on their own. 
They didn’t have an actual rescue, but they did what they 
could. And so, since I can recall, I’ve always been around kittens, 

puppies, whatever. So I continued that throughout my years and 
then started doing it more often. Probably about 12 to 15 years 
ago is when I got more heavily into it, and I started working a lot 
with pit bulls. 

“After a couple of years of that, I happened to get a call ask-
ing if I could help this particular dog; he turned out to be Huey. I 
said of course. I just fell head over heels in love with him. I could 
remember so many other rescues just passing on his case, just 
saying that they couldn’t afford him, and they couldn’t afford the 
care, and here I am. I wasn’t even a 501c3 at the time. If I can step 
up and do it [for Huey], I can do it for others. I would say that’s 
kind of what led me down the path I’m on now.”

Her goal for Saving Huey is to grow slowly, so as not to 
jeopardize the quality of care for any of the animals she takes in. 
So far, she’s been able to maintain a steady, manageable growth. 
She and her husband have made one move since she founded 
the organization, thus Huey’s Second Chance Ranch, which 
allows them to take in more animals. Lystra explained how the 
foundation had changed and grown since 2014. “It’s changed 
dramatically in all honesty. I never intended for it to grow the 
way that it has. So, because of the growth in it, I’ve had to change 
how the foundation is run. I used to just – we had a small home, 
and I did the work out of the house. I would bring in one case at 
a time to heal. As our name just got bigger and bigger we ended 

up purchasing a larger home with some land. So now I’m able to 
help numerous animals at once.”

Currently, in addition to dogs and cats, she has two pigs and 
four goats she has rehabilitated, that are permanent residents. 
Whether or not they move to yet a larger location in the future, 
which has been contemplated, she told me that, “When we relo-
cated and we opened the official Huey’s Second Chance Ranch, 
we did that with the idea that we were going to take in retired or 
special needs farm animals. I eventually want to bring in horses 
and donkeys. I just haven’t had the funds to build anything yet. 
Ideally, I want to be able to provide a sanctuary for just about any 
kind of animal that needs help.”

Where do all these animals come from? She gets phone 
calls, she gets contacted on social media, and a lot of animals 
come from Mexico. “I do a lot of work in Mexico and there’s a 
fine networking group out there that kind of knows me and 
knows my work, and so they’ll contact me. Mexico in itself, you 
know, will keep me busy.” She works with the Vanderpump Dog 
Foundation; currently about half of her dogs get adopted out 
through them. She has two veterinarians she uses – one for 
emergency, after-hours care, and one for follow-up care, and 
spays and neuters. Both give her nominal discounts. Asked if she 
had any veterinarians volunteering, she responded, “Oh, no! I 
wish.” With the organization’s growth came growing vet bills, 

Hercules and Rose arrived at the Foundation as severe abuse cases 
from Mexico within a month of each other. They healed together, fell 
in love, and have been together ever since. Tracy Lystra said, “These 
two are the epitome of why I do what I do.”

Huey

The Saving Huey Foundation describes itself as “a small 
501c3, non-profit organization located in Southern 
California. The organization was founded by Tracy Lystra and 
her family after a good Samaritan discovered Huey wandering 
the foothills of Moreno Valley on a cold, rainy night in 2014. 
This battered and bruised pup was believed to have been used 
as a bait dog. Much to everyone’s surprise, including the vet, 
Huey defied the odds and survived his injuries. Huey lived 
happily with the Lystras until his passing on May 31, 2017.”

BY MARY HOLMES | ALL PHOTOS ©SAVING HUEY FOUNDATION
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currently in six-figures plus. Over the years, she estimated she’d 
saved seven to eight hundred animals.

She’s most proud of how the Saving Huey Foundation has 
grown over the years. “It is probably just where the foundation 
is, the way that it has grown, but yet it’s so contradictory to say, 
the way it’s grown, but yet the way it hasn’t. I’ve tried really hard 
to not outgrow what I’m capable of. So I feel like we’re growing 
slowly as I’m growing. I don’t ever want to get so busy that it 
impacts the quality of care.” She continued, “I’ve been blessed. I 
think in that I’ve been able to kind of find the balance with cases. 
Right now I’ve got 17 in Mexico that are waiting for me and I’ll 
pull out of there. They started their treatment. I just feel like I’ve 
built a nice network of people that I can trust, and that helped 

me help these animals. I just think that’s probably my proudest 
accomplishment. I don’t know. I don’t like to give myself much 
credit.”

The foundation’s services are Rescuing Animals, Finding Pets 
a Home, Bringing Awareness and Education, and Huey’s Heroes 
Reading Program. Talking about Awareness and Education, she 
told us, “We do have a school program, the education part. We 
take one of our paralyzed dogs. His name is Scooters. We go into 
schools, do a presentation, and we talk about being different 
and how we may physically appear different but inside, we’re all 
made up of the same stuff. Scooters is just such an inspiration 
running everywhere in his cart. He’s just so loving, you know? So, 

Children reading to shelter animals as part of Huey’s Heroes Reading Program at Animal Friends of the Valleys in Wildomar, CA.

we talk about just less bullying and more accepting of who we 
are and just treating others right.”

Lystra got really enthusiastic describing Huey’s Heroes 
Reading Program. It came into being when she was trying to 
think of a positive way to get more people to visit the animal 
shelters in the area. “I thought, what better way to get people in, 
but offer a program where kids can come in and they can learn 
better reading skills. They can just be at their own comfort level. 
When I was younger, I had a very bad stuttering problem. I would 
be terrified when my teacher would call on me to read aloud in 
class – it was humiliating. I’ve always felt very, very judged by 
that. I said, ‘Hey, you know what? Maybe somebody’s like me, 
and, they don’t want to read and be judged, or they may be just 

need additional practice. And what better way than to read to 
a nonjudgmental being who’s just going to thrive at the sound 
of your voice and having company?’ So we put the program 
together.” 

For all her successes, her biggest regret concerns Huey. “Oh, 
my biggest disappointment would be Huey’s passing, that he 
didn’t get to see the ranch, and it just it kills me. Everything I do, I 
go with the hashtag finishing what we started. I just wish so bad, 
sometimes I just sit outside and I’ll imagine him running through 
the ranch. I just know he would’ve absolutely loved it. So I guess 
that would be my biggest. The thing that makes me saddest. The 
biggest disappointment. And, you know, he was my best friend. 
He was my savior in many ways every bit as much as I was his.”

TOP LEFT:  Kringle, the warrior, had his ears cut off and was set 
on fire when he was six weeks old in Mexico. Volunteers there got 
him veterinary care before he was transferred to the Saving Huey 
Foundation where slowly but surely, he has improved as shown in 
these photos, as he chose life thanks to SHF. 

RIGHT MIDDLE: Kringle is recovering with Flora, another burn victim. 
Flora was burned when someone set fire to her neighbor’s house and 
since she was tied up, she could not escape.

RIGHT BOTTOM: ER vets Dr. Stolmeier, Dr. Schultz, and Dr. Drayton of 
Vet Specialists in Murrieta are three of Kringle’s vets. They are sporting 
Kringle socks in honor of their very special patient!
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The most dramatic case she’s handled, and is still handling, 
is Kringle. “He was set on fire at six weeks old, and his ears were 
severed. I would say that’s probably the most intense case I’ve 
had. He was hospitalized for 49 days. He’s had so many surgeries. 
Still needs more. I’ve learned a lot through him. I’ve done numer-
ous burn cases, but never the severity. He was burned over 55% 
of his body, 3rd and 4th degree burns, so I’ve learned a lot that 
I’ve been able to apply to additional burn cases that I’ve taken on 
since him.”

She explained further, “He was in Mexico, and they sent me a 
picture and asked if I could help. His picture didn’t look bad. He 
looked like a singed puppy. So I said, ‘Yeah, of course.’ We went, 
we picked him up, and I instantly knew that his skin was nothing 
more than a shell. It was crispy, and it was broken. And it was 
dead skin, and over the course of the next six weeks, it was such 
a roller coaster. His heart stopped during his first procedure. It’s 
just been like I said, a roller coaster. But the little guy’s got so 
much strength in him and motivation that, you know, he just 
seems to deal with everything that’s thrown at him.”

Kringle is still facing challenges. “Because of his lack of 
immune system his surgeon would not vaccinate him. A few 
weeks ago, he ended up with parvo and it had come from the 
vet because I don’t have any cases here that are unvaccinated. 
He’d be at the vet, you know, twice a week, and they would pass 
him around, take pictures and post on their social media. I think 
he contracted it there unfortunately. He got over that. He had 
another appointment with an ophthalmologist a couple of hours 
away. He’s going to need another skin graft. He’ll be with us for at 
least the next couple of months.”

She expressed her hope for the future. “What I would like to 
happen is for the world to recognize animals as sentient beings 
and stop considering them properties. I would love to see factory 

farms go out of business. Factory farming, dairy. I can’t get behind 
it. So I would love for the world to take off the blinders and to see 
what’s actually going on around them.” Lystra is definitely doing 
more than her fair share and she continues to do so, thankfully.

To find out more about the Saving Huey Foundation, or make 
a contribution, go to: https://www.savinghuey.org

To purchase Saving Huey merchandise, go to:  
www.bonfire.com/store/saving-huey-foundation-merchandise/

Scars don’t matter, 
little one. They are 
the marks of the 
battles we have won.      
Helen Dunmore“

“
HIDDEN, quite simply, is an amazing, heart-wrenching, gut-turning, 
earth-shattering, one-of-a-kind, photography book depicting the 
lives of animals in today’s world. Containing over 200 photographs 
by 40 award-winning photographers from around the globe, 
edited by Jo-Anne McArthur and Keith Wilson, and designed by 
David Griffin – once you have seen it, the images will be etched in 
your mind and your heart forever. McArthur conceived of creating 
a book like this several years ago, inspired by the work of (anti)war 
photographer James Nachtwey in his book Inferno. She and her 
collaborators succeeded; this is a ground-breaking work that hope-
fully will be mimicked by others. But there will only be one Hidden.

Buy it. Read it. Look at the photographs, maybe not all in one 
sitting. Take the images in a few at a time. Many of the images are 
two-page spreads, adding much to their impact.

These photos are filled with the passion and the courage of the 
photographers who took them, and the pathos of their subjects. 
The images demonstrate the worth of each sentient being, despite 
the chaos and carnage which often surrounds them. The photogra-
phers have all given homage to their respective subjects.

The photographs are displayed in sections, such as Industrial 
Farming, Research, Slaughter, and Fashion, to name a few; there 
are thirteen sections in all. Within each section is a page of text, de-
scribing the horrors the pictured animals undergo, accompanying 
facts and figures, and captions with photographer credits. Other 
textual content includes essays by editors McArthur and Wilson, 
and distributor Martin Rowe of Lantern Press, and actor Joaquin 
Phoenix’s Foreword.

In the Foreword, Phoenix says, in part, “As animal rights activ-
ists, our battle is against the powerful enterprises that have normal-
ized the torment and killing of billions of animals for food, clothing, 
entertainment and experimentation each year. Like conflict photog-
raphers documenting war and other humanitarian crises, the brave 
photojournalists featured in this book deserve our acclaim. Their work 
has made it impossible for exploitative industries to plausibly deny 
the agony and suffering taking place behind closed doors, deliberate-
ly kept out of the public consciousness.

“May the images in HIDDEN ignite a fire within each of us. May 
they serve as a reminder of our susceptibility to greed and egocen-
trism. May they be an admission of our mistakes and fuel our move-
ment with renewed purpose. Until every cage is empty, until all are 
free, I am yours in action and solidarity.”

Rowe, in his essay, “Hiding Behind Euphemisms,” starts by stating, 
“The images in HIDDEN are a rebuke to our many euphemisms for 
our exploitation of animals. They illustrate what happens to a living 
being so he or she can become pork, beef, buffalo wings or veal; a 
pelt, hide, or suede…” He goes on to talk about the photos, “What isn’t 
hidden in these pictures is the banality of our everyday destruction of 
other animals. There are few smiling or laughing faces in this book – a 
testament to the grim, dull and endless labour of controlling, hurting 
and killing living beings.” Like Phoenix, he perceives this book as a call 
to action.

Wilson gets very specific in his essay; he writes about the tortuous, 
painful process of extracting bile from Asiatic bears. Bear bile is used 

in traditional Chinese medicine, as it has been for centuries. Now, 
however, a synthetic form is available, making this inhuman prac-
tice unnecessary. Still, it continues. Today, as we struggle with the 
pandemic known as COVID-19, we still have reason to believe it may 
have originated in the wet markets in Wuhan. He points out that tradi-
tional medicine was once plant-based and non-human animals were 
revered. Where did we go wrong?

McArthur concludes her essay with these words, “For animals, 
HIDDEN is a testament as well as a memorial. These images of our re-
lationship with animals serve to both bring them to life and lay them 
to rest.” 

Hidden is a book whose time has come. McArthur and her collabo-
rators have created an historic work; by its very existence it will move 
us to rethink our relationship with the other sentient beings with 
which we share this planet.

In conclusion, let me share with you an appropriate quote from 
the book itself.

May the frightened cease to be afraid
And those bound be freed;
May the powerless find power, 
And may people think of benefitting each other.
For as long as space remains, 
For as long as sentient beings remain, 
Until then may I too remain
To dispel the miseries of the world.
— Shantideva

BOOK REVIEW

To purchase HIDDEN, go to: https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/hidden-animals-in-the-anthropocene-by-we-animals#/

I received this beautiful picture from 9 year-
old Lily. Lily also raised $20 to donate to 
Kringle’s care. It’s moments like this that 
makes me believe the goodness in the world 
will always outweigh the bad.
— Tracy Lystra

“KRINGLE FIGHTING COVID” ART BY LILY

Don’t Pity Them, 
Be Inspired By 
Them.
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